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W e are always glad to present
concrete study of Cost Accou nting
applied to a particular business or a particular line of business. W e feel
that in genera l many of the cost problems tha t confront u s can best be stu died
if we k now wha t some type of company ha s done. We pre sen t the se pra ctical studies with some fea r, however, that some member will try to use
wha t a nother compa ny is d oing wit hou t a prop er a na l ysis of his own situation to see ho w mu ch of the ma teria l tha t is derivable from the e xperience
of another compa ny ca n be a pplied to that situation.
Ou r Bulletin this time deals with Cost Accou nting in the production of
a product that is made, in ma ny ways, quite similar to a number of other
products. There is a good dea l of simila rity between the produ ction of a u tomobile tires and that of a number of products that require chemical compounds of their raw materials and direct flow methods
their produ ctive
process. We fee l, th erefo re, t ha t th e Bu l letin this time will be of va lu e not
only to those of ou r membe rs who a re en ga ged i n comp a nies m a nu fa c tu ring
tires, but also to those members work ing in companies that have similar
productive set -ups. It is for tha t r ea son tha t we h a ve gi ven a goo d d ea l of
space to a complete description of the sequence of operations as found in
the tire company in question. This, we believe, will give a sufficient background to remove the da ng er t ha t might accompany the use of a study of
this type.
T he material presented this time is the result of two papers that were
read following a plant visitation meeting of the Detroit Chapter to the
Detroit pla nt of the United Sta tes Ru bber Co. T he first section on "Sequ ence
of Operations" wa s presented by Mr. A. C. Litchfield, a gradu ate of the
Massa chusetts Institute of Technology and du ring the wa r, a Lieutenant,
Ju nior Grade, in the United Sta tes Naval Reserve Forces. Following the
wa r he entered the employ of the United Sta tes Ru bber Co. in 1919 as a
factory student. H e was first a ssigned to the Ha rt ford pla nt of that compa ny and wa s engaged in va riou s capa cities in the produ ction, sta tistical a nd
planning work, finally becoming the general forem a n of the Ha r tfor d p la nt
in 19 26 -2 7 a nd being a ppointed Assistant Superintendent a t Hartford in 1 92 7.
In 1928 he wen t to the Detroit plant for special work in the Development
Department. In Ju ne of that year he was tra nsferred from this department to becom e Assista nt Su perintende nt of the Det roit pla nt a nd in Ma rch,
1929, was appointed General Superintendent in cha rge of production. In
October, 19 30 , he was appointed Ma nager of Materia ls Division, in a ccordance with the reorganiza tion along functional management lines.
T he Cost Accou nting section of the a ccompa nying ma teria l wa s presented
by M r . C. M. Spining, who wa s born in Sou th America and attended German and English schools in Valparaiso. H e came to the United Sta tes
in 1 9 1 2 and in 1 9 16 entered the T ire Pla nt of the U. S. Ru bbe r Co. a t H a r tford a s a fa ctory clerk . H e wa s later tra nsfe rr ed to t he Cost Department
and was so enga ged when the wa r broke out and he entered the service
and served for six months in the field a rtillery. Aft e r the wa r, from 1920
to 1 92 6 he ha d cha rge of T ire Cost Finding a nd did some process accou nting
in the Cost, Stores and Property Accou nting Depa rtments. In 1926 he
entered the employ of the N ew D ep a r tu re Mfg. Co. at Elmwood, Conn., as
Assistant Office Ma na ger. H e rejoined the United Sta tes Ru bber Co. at
Detroit in 19 2 8 a s a ssistant hea d of the depa rtment comprising cost, stores,
property accou nting and tabulating and during the last half of 1929 wa s
the hea d of the Cost and Tabu lating Depa rtments. Du ring the early pa rt
of 1 9 3 0 he served a s sta tistica l a ssista nt to the Fa ctory Ma na ger a nd following the condensation of the compa ny's tire activities in Detroit wa s tra nsferred in April, 1930, from the l oca l pla nt orga niza t ion t o the T ire Depa rtment, Control Division on special cost assignments, later being appointed
head of the Cost and Property Account Departments on October 1, 1930.
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SEQ UENCE OF OPERATIONS
JOB here up to the present time has been the production of
M Ytires,
taking the manufacturing specifications given us, the
buildings and equipment provided, the materials procured, the men
hired, and putting them all together to produce the finished product. You have all been through the factory and have observed
most of the production operations first hand. If you wi ll just
recall your mental impressions of each operation as we go along,
I'll try to fit them into the production picture as best I can.
Starting first with the materials, our rubber is received in bales,
each weighing about 2 2 5 pounds. We use 18 different grades of
rubber; some we purchase in the open rubber market and some
come from our own plantations in the Far East. These grades are
known to the trade as Smoked Sheet, Crepe, Amber, Rolled
Brown, and our own brands of Owl, Crow, Latex Sprayed, and
Latex (liquid). Samples are taken from each lot of rubber received. If satisfactory, according to specifications, the lot is released for use, and we come to the first of our productive operations, "Cutting Rubber ". This is done on the hydraulic machine
you saw in the plant, cutting the bale into pie- shaped pieces. These
pieces are then placed in a hot room for eight hours for the purpose of softening the rubber to reduce milling time and power consumed in milling. The rubber next receives a milling or "breaking down", as we call it, on the 60" or 84" mills you saw during your
trip. This further softens the rubber and removes some of the
"nerve" or "come- back" without injury to its quality, and prepares
it for mixing with various combinations of chemicals, the particular combination used depending upon the use for which the
specific batch is being mixed. The principal items comprise fillers
and abrasion resisting ingredients such as Carbon Black, Zinc
Oxide, Whiting, Fine Clay; various oils and waxes used as softeners; complex organic chemicals used as anti - oxidants and accelerators such as Hexamethylenetetramine; and the all- important vulcanizing agent — sulphur. All ingredients are, of course, subjected
to chemical and physical tests for quality before being turned over
to the factory for use. Each of these ingredients has a particular
final effect on the physical properties of the compound. We have
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not the time to go into this as it is a study in itself. Suffice it to
say that some are used for imparting stiffness, some for increasing
the resistance to abrasion, some for hastening the time of vulcanizing, some for color, and, of course, sulphur is used as the
principal vulcanizing agent.
For mixing we use definite recipes, just as a cook uses a recipe
for making a cake. These are all very carefully worked out in our
Development Department. In the factory each lot to be mixed is
carefully weighed out and put together in a batch- pan —so many
pounds of each grade of rubber, so much sulphur, so much carbon
black, and so on. The total weight of the batch depends upon the
capacity of the equipment to be used for mixing it. Our large
batches are mixed in the Banbury Mixers —large size —of which
we have five. You saw these set in a line in our Mill Room. These
batches run about 750 pounds in weight, and require about 6/ to
14 minutes to mix. The compound is then transferred to the 84"
mills, back of these mixers, where it is cut out in slabs and cooled
with a suspension of soapstone in water, a thin coating of soapstone being left on the surface of the slab and acting as a surface
lubricant preventing the slabs from sticking together. All batches
after mixing are tested in our Control Laboratory for quality before being released for use. They are tested for hardness, specific
gravity, and cure or degree of vulcanization. Tread stocks are
checked for tensile strength and stretch. After mixing, the stock
is ready for calendering, either into treads, on the body fabric
or breaker fabric, or into narrow strips.
You probably recall our tread calender on the first floor delivering calendered treads in a continuous strip to the second floor
where the breaker fabric, and in some cases also a strip of stock
called the cushion, is applied and the strip cut to the proper lengths
for the particular size of tire for which it is being run. We use in
our tread calender a steel roll engraved with a contour of the tread.
This gives us a slab of tread stock, heavy in the center and tapering toward the edges which form the sidewall of the tire. In Gal endering, as also in mixing, great care is necessary to maintain the
mill and calender rolls at proper working temperatures. Too low
a temperature produces a rough and lumpy product and too high a
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temperature may either scorch the stock or render it so tacky or
sticky it is difficult to handle in the following operations.
Before going further with the rubber, let us consider the fabric
in the tire from its starting point in this plant. Our average 4 -ply
tire contains about 76% rubber compounds and 17% fabric, the
balance being wire in the bead. The total fabric content is made
up of the ply or cord fabric principally, of course, but also takes
in the breaker fabric, chafing strip fabric, and the fabric around
the bead wires. Our fabric cord is manufactured in one of our
own cord mills in Winnsboro, South Carolina. It comes t o us
wound on cones, each cone containing about 17,000 yards. Each
lot of fabric upon arrival is very carefully tested for strength,
stretch, gauge, and twist, and is released for use in the factory only
when meeting all of the specifications.
You saw our Web Fabric Machine and noted the mounting of
the spools of cord in the creel behind the machine. There are approximately 1,60o cords running parallel through the latex bath
and on to the drying drums.
The latex used comes to us from our own plantations in the Far
East, being shipped in tank steamers to New York, there to be
transferred to tank cars for delivery to the factories. The latex is
received just as it comes from the tree, a small amount of ammonia
being added to prevent coagulation or putrefaction during shipment. Each lot of latex is tested before use. The solid rubber
content runs about 35% by weight. Before use in the Web Fabric
Machine, certain ingredients are added to the latex just as we mix
our rubber before use, the purpose being principally to provide
vulcanizing agents. The latex after mixing is put into the tank
just underneath the front of the machine. The i,600 cords running parallel pass through this latex bath and then on to a fabric
liner to support them as they pass over the drying drums. These
drums contain steam at a pressure giving us a surface temperature
sufficient to evaporate the ammonia and excess moisture and leave
a thin film of rubber completely surrounding each cord, and holding them all together. The liner is removed just before the fabric
is wound up at the rear of the machine. We produce this fabric
in i,000-yard rolls of 60" width with a volume of rubber of about
10.5% by weight.
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Our breaker fabric, a loosely woven, square woven fabric, is
solutioned with a latex solution in much the same manner, excepting, of course, that it is received in rolls boo yards in length
from the textile mills and solutioned from the roll. You probably
noticed, if you happened to see the breaker solutioning operation,
that the roll at the rear of the machine sets at an angle of about
70° with the machine. This is done to pull the filler threads in the
fabric to an angle of 70° with the warp threads. In cutting this
fabric we cut at an angle of 55° with the warp against the angle
of the filler. This gives us a warp and filler thread of approximately equal length in the cut breaker, and provides for maximum
stretch when the tire is inflated.
We now come back to the Mill Room where our web fabric is
coated on both sides with approximately .oio" of rubber stock in
the tandem calender, this simply being two 3 -roll calenders hooked
up for operation in tandem, each calender coating one side of the
fabric. The mills beside the calender warm up the stock and reduce
it to a plastic condition for the calender. The amount of rubber
applied to the fabric is governed by the distance between the two
upper rolls of the calender. We are able to control very closely the
amount of rubber used here and can run within / of i / i 0 0 0 of an
inch of rubber. A slight variation in thickness here means a great
waste or a great saving in rubber due to the thousands of yards of
fabric run each day. This calender operates at a speed of 6o yards
per minute and here again roll temperatures are very important,
and have the effect on the quality previously mentioned. After
coating, the fabric is wound up in 333-yard rolls. It is wound with
a fabric used as liner to keep it from sticking.
From the Mill Room fabric goes to our Cutting Department
where it is cut on a Vertical Spadone Bias Cutting Machine, each
of these machines being capable of cutting a 333-yard roll in approximately twenty -three minutes. We cut the fabric on an angle
of 50° to 60° depending upon the size of the tire in which it is
to be used. The actual cutting angle has quite an effect upon the
resulting shape of the tire; a large angle producing a narrow and
high cross section. Final angles and final mold profiles are a study
in themselves. From our present production we are cutting fabrics
750
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for 2o 4 different sizes and brands, each size requiring from four to
six different ply widths.
The fabric, when cut, is spliced end to end and rolled up into
small rolls with the liner to prevent it from sticking and delivered
to our Building Department for use by the builders.
New direct flow methods of tire building in process of installation at the present time are eliminating the rolling of the fabric,
The builder takes the fabric directly from the Cutting Machine
and applies it immediately to the tire. This is greatly simplifying
our material handling and is showing very nice reductions in both
direct and indirect labor costs.
Our newest building method is the conveyor process in which
we have one unit in operation, this being an adaptation of the
automobile assembly line to tire building. It is particularly effective for the smaller sizes with high production. In this unit each
of the operators performs only one or two of the operations necessary in building a complete tire. One of the great advantages here
is the elimination of highly skilled building labor.
In your trip through the plant you observed the building operation, and undoubtedly followed the building up of the tire from
the laying of the first ply on the drum, the application of the bead
wires, the turning of the plies around the bead wires, the application of the carcass cushion and breaker strip, the application of the
tread, and the removal of the tire from the drum in the flat circular shape. This tire is then painted on the inside with a mica
paint to enable the water bag on which it is cured to slip easily
inside of the tire, and is dusted on the outside with French talc
to enable the tire to quickly conform to the shape of the mold
without too much friction against the sides of the mold.
As you noticed in your trip our tires are shaped in a vacuum
box, the vacuum holding the tire up to shape, while the water bag
on which the tire is cured is placed inside the tire. The tire is now
ready to be placed in the final mold in which it receives its vulcanization and from which it gets the final tread design. These
molds are loaded in a vertical vulcanizer holding from thirty to
forty molds depending upon the size of the mold, each of the tires
being connected by means of the stem in the bag to a vertical manifold through which hot water at high temperatures and high pres751
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sure is admitted to the bag, thus forcing the tire out against the
mold. Steam is turned on the inside of the vulcanizer resulting
in a curing temperature approximately the same as in the bag. The
tires remain in the vulcanizer for a length of time varying from
fifty minutes to two hours depending upon the size of the tire. Vulcanization, of course, completely changes the physical properties
of the compounds and gives us a final product welded together in
one solid mass.
Improvements are under way in vulcanizing whereby we use
individual vulcanizers practically completely automatic in operation. This is reducing our vulcanizing time, greatly reducing the
labor effort involved, and giving us a very nice reduction in direct
and indirect labor costs as well as a much smaller capital
investment.
After vulcanizing, the tires are delivered to our final Inspection
Department where they are given a very rigid inspection for defects, and toes and any tread overflow are trimmed.
Most of our balloon tires are painted on the outside with a black
tire paint which gives them a glossy finish, this being done in one
end of our Inspection Room. White sidewall tires are cleaned
and buffed, and our Master line and Airplane tires are decorated
with the colored markings.
The completed product is then delivered to the warehouse by
means of chutes to the various storage floors.
CO S T F I N D I N G M E T H O D S
A few years ago we installed a chute at our Hartford plant from
the floor in which our Final Inspection Department was located to
a floor at a slightly lower level in our warehouse across the street
in order to eliminate trucking tires to stock. As I was approaching the office building one day an old fellow with all the earmarks
of a genuine hayseed was standing on the corner gazing with open
mouth at a steady stream of tires rolling rapidly down the chute.
He turned to me as I passed, and exclaimed with wonder in his
voice: "Gosh, I didn't think you could make them that fast I"
You have seen this afternoon that we have no magic machine
from which ready made tires pop out after dumping in a hunk
of rubber and some cotton yarn at the other end. It is surprising
752
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how many people believe that a tire consists of just about those
two ingredients. Actually, counting the various grades of rubber
and styles of fabric, and the chemicals, oils and wire there are no
less than 36 distinct ingredients in our average tire. Mainly
through the use of wear - resisting chemicals, and partly, of course,
because of the reduced cost of crude rubber, the customer gets
twenty times as many miles today for every dollar's worth of tires
he buys that he did twenty years ago.
Instead of attempting to cover our cost accounting procedure
as a whole, I will confine my remarks to -night to a description of
our tire cost finding methods with particular reference to our use
of calculated weights for the component parts of individual sizes
in figuring material costs.
It is not feasible to arrive at the material cost of a tire by extending the proper quantity of each raw material item it contains
on account of the compounding of rubber and the processing of
fabric. The procedure is to compile costs for the assemblies used
by the builder in constructing the tire.
Crude rubber is naturally the principal ingredient. Because of
its sharp price fluctuations we set up quarterly equalized prices
for the various grades. These prices are carried through cost of
production and the differences from actual are absorbed in cost
of sales.
The various parts of a tire require six separate rubber compounds on an average. There are thirty compounded stocks in use
for our various grades and sizes of tires. Altogether, including repair, marking, cement, and miscellaneous stocks we mix over ioo
recipes. Formulas for the compounds are worked out by the specifications Department. Raw material prices are applied to the ingredients in the formula to arrive at the pound value of each compound. An allowance is made for the slight shrinkage in liquids
and the powdery substances. Since all trim or scrap from compounds without fabrics can be re- milled on a percentage basis with
fresh stock there are no further losses to consider at this point.
The next step is to establish pound values for the different kinds
of web fabric. By means of formulas and the known dry rubber
content of the liquid latex, pound values are determined for the
solutions used in impregnating the yarn. Although we make our
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own yarn at our South Carolina mills, I will not attempt to describe at this time how finished yarn prices are evolved from the
raw cotton. The yarn cost, with the proper allowance for moisture, is averaged with the dry cost of the proportionate amount of
solution to obtain web fabric pound values for each style and
grade of fabric.
We then calculate the cost of the solutioned fabric with its layer
or coat of rubber compound applied at the calender. This fabric
is used for the plies composing the body or carcass of the tire.
Through the specified gauge the volume and then the weight of
the coat stock laid on the fabric is determined and pound values
are worked out for the combination. The values are increased to
cover the loss less salvage on fabric scrap which cannot be reworked and is sent to reclaiming plants. This procedure is followed for several styles of yarn and for many different gauges,
all according to the construction, as to size and grade, of the tires
for which they are run.
In the same manner, pound values are calculated for the other
kinds of processed fabric in the tire. These include the breaker
strip under the tread, the chafing strips at the toe and several
kinds of wire wrap in the bead. Costs are built up, including allowances for scrap, in a similar way for the wire assembly, comprising the wire itself, the rubber covering, and the spiral or circumferential fabric wrapping.
Having established prices for the component parts of the tire as
built, the next step is to convert the construction specifications to
the proper weights for extension.
It was formerly our practice to weigh the parts of a quantity
of tires by sizes as built and average the results for costing. This
method was slow and it was impossible to keep up to date in periods of general construction changes. Neither was it sufficiently
flexible for figuring special costs on new sizes, or at special price
levels. We now work directly from the construction specifications
which indicate all necessary widths, lengths, gauges, and recipe
numbers for arriving at yardages and volumes which, in turn, are
changed to weights for costing by means of conversion keys.
The cost weights for processed body fabric, breaker and chafing
fabrics and for the cusion strip and tread compounds and the wire
754
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assembly can then be extended at the pound values previously determined to obtain the material cost. An allowance is added for
sprays and cements and for miscellaneous scrap not absorbed in
previous pound values. A fraction of one per cent is then added
for intangible losses to insure high enough cost of production.
This procedure completes the material cost of a tire.
We find it possible to compute the costs on this basis of calculated weights because all operations are held very closely to specifications. Gauges of coat stock are checked continuously at the
calenders, treads are weighed for comparison with the standard,
and fabric widths are checked at the cutting machines. Such control in the factory results not only in uniform quality, but in substantial material savings, particularly in compounded rubber, because there was a tendency, with less frequent gauge checks, to
run heavy.
Direct labor is distributed on the basis of standard hours. We
secure from the Time Study Department the standard hours for
each size produced, broken down by, or rather, built up from
studies on individual operations. The tire production by sizes is
extended by the respective standard hours per tire to obtain the
total standard hours for the production. Meanwhile the actual
payroll has been summarized according to products. Some of our
mixing and calendering or processing operations are common to
more than one of our three products at this plant — pneumatic tires,
solid tires, and flaps. These operations are distributed on the
basis of the tonnage turned out by the Processing Department.
Within the pneumatic classification we subdivide for clincher tires,
which have a hard rubber bead instead of wires, and for the two
distinct building methods —the flat band process used for the bulk
of our production and the core process used for the large multiple
ply sizes.
By dividing standard hours into the actual payroll for the month,
we obtain a gross average hourly rate which takes into consideration the factor of inefficiency represented by the excess of actual
man hours over the standard hours. The gross rate is applied to
the standard hours for any given size to arrive at the direct labor
cost per tire.
For the use of the management and the foremen in controlling
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direct labor costs, we also compile departmental reports by individual operations. We use departmental production converted into
units for a divisor. The units are determined by means of factors
representing the relation of each size to a base size. These units
therefore express production in terms of the base size so that a
comparable divisor can be used for measuring labor costs between periods, thus avoiding the fallacy of using straight tire
quantities which do not compensate for fluctuations in the proportion of large and small sizes on schedule. Our largest tires take
ten times as many direct labor man -hours as the smallest sizes.
Supposing that a particular month shows a smaller quantity of
tires produced than in the preceding month, at a higher payroll for
a given group of operations. On a straight quantity basis an increase in cost would be reflected. Yet, if there were a much larger
proportion of big sizes in the second month, it is quite possible
that, on the basis of man -hour units, an improvement in productive effort would be indicated.
There is not so much of general interest in our method of overhead distribution. We apply overhead departmentally to our
major departments, but do not carry the distribution through to
sub - departments to the extent that many companies do. The usual
bases of floor space, valuation, horsepower, number of employees,
tonnage, and man hours are used for distributing different portions. Under the classification of pneumatic tires we subdivide
between the flat band process and the core method because the
final application of burden is made percentagewise on labor and
the ratio of labor in the large core -built tire is much larger compared with the smaller tires than the corresponding overhead
should be. In other words, it doesn't follow that ten times as
much overhead applies on a large tire if the labor is ten times
greater. We have also established a separate burden center for
our mass production unit where cutting and building machines and
individual vulcanizers are used in direct combination. There are
substantial power savings in this unit. On the other hand we get
the opposite effect from that mentioned under overhead for core
process tires, in that the labor is considerably less than in our
regular process for small sizes. The unit would not have enough
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overhead applied, from this standpoint, were it not segregated in
the distribution.
There are two important elements of overhead, however, that
are peculiar to the tire industry and that do not lend themselves
at all to distribution percentagewise on labor. Consequently they
are applied specifically to the product as distinct elements of cost.
The first of these is depreciation on molds. The vulcanizing
molds are what give the tire its tread design and lettering. They
are the only part of our equipment that is not in some way interchangeable with other sizes or with other brafids in the same size.
The engraving and lettering in the molds restrict them to one size
in one brand only. Changes in construction, and fluctuations in
the popularity of individual sizes, entail expensive recuts and the
comparatively frequent discarding of this class of equipment. Depreciation charges are therefore quite heavy. In order to make
a fair distribution by sizes we have divided the maximum cures
attainable over the period of depreciation into the reproductive cost
of the molds. The results is then increased according to the proportion of our total molds in actual operation at the time.
The other element of overhead applied specifically is curing bag
expense. We make the bags ourselves and cost them like other
products except for overhead. They are used over and over again
in vulcanizing tires. It is not practicable to charge them directly
to expense because of the value represented in the partly used bags
and because of the fluctuations resulting from sudden increases in
the production of particular sizes of tires which often necessitate
putting a large quantity of bags into production in one period without anywhere near exhausting their life in that period. When the
surface hardens, bags are removed from production. They are
heated till scorched and a thin layer is scraped off to furnish a new
surface, or they are buffed down and recovered with a layer of
fresh stock equivalent to the thickness of the material removed.
The bags are then again available for production. We carry all
used bags at half value, charging one half the value to expense
when they are put into production and absorbing the remaining
half at the time they are finally scrapped. Repair labor and material costs are absorbed currently. Curing bag expense thus corn=
prises half the value of bags put to use, plus the remaining half
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value of bags scrapped, plus repair charges. Because the yield in
tire cures is somewhat uncertain, particularly in large sizes, we do
not attempt to use tires cured per bag as the basis for distributing
bag expense over the production. However, the longer the tire
cure the shorter the life of the bag, therefore we extend the cost
of the new bag by the tire curing or vulcanizing time. This combination of cost and time figure furnishes the ratio between tire
sizes and establishes an equitable spread of the expense over the
range of sizes.
In connection with overhead, we do not include warehouse, packing and shipping expense in factory overhead but treat it as selling
expense. The reason is that a substantial portion of our business
is for car manufacturers. We insert tubes from our Indianapolis
plant in tires for original equipment and do not wrap them, whereas tires for our branches contain no tubes but are wrapped individually with Kraft paper and labelled. Rather than make a distinction in factory costs for this reason between identical tires we
consider the expense as a selling item.
It may be of interest to mention that we work in cooperation
with the Rubber Manufacturers' Association which maintains an
Accounting Department with a full time manager. An accounting manual for the rubber industry has been compiled and we
follow the standard practices outlined as closely as company policy
and local expediency permit. Bi- monthly Tire Accounting Com•
mittee meetings are held at which views are exchanged, methods
compared, and efforts made toward uniformity.
Our system, in conclusion, has been very much simplified within the last three years. We no longer work out detailed monthly
factory costs on some 2 5 0 to 3 0 0 individual sizes. We no longer
depend on the cumbersome method of weighing tires at the building operation and averaging for material costs. We have dispensed with many detailed production and inventory records for
goods -in- process. And yet we are in a much better position than
before to obtain rapidly the many special costs required in the
highly competitive field of tires today. We are also furnishing
more useful control statistics to the factory management. The
most gratifying result of the changes, however, has been the saving realized by reducing the personnel of the cost accounting unit
758
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proper —as distinguished from property, stores, and general accounting—to one -half the former force.
S U G G E S T E D B I B L I O G R AP H Y
Bu dgetary Control Methods in t he Ru b ber Industry. 1927 Yea r Book ,
pp. 254 -63 and 268 -72.
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Yea r Book, pp. 325 -31.
Maintenance, Pla nt Assets a nd Deprecia tion. Bulletin II, Dec. 15, 1926,
pp. 381 -5.
Process Costs for Automobile T ire Ma nufa ctu re. Bulletin II , Oct. 1,
1926, pp. 107 -10.
Selling and Administra tive Costs, T heir Definition, Ana lysis and Distribution. 1924 Yea r Book , pp. 276 -81 and 295 -9.
Some Practica l Applications of Bu dget Methods. 1924 Year Book, pp.
29 -37.
Wa ste. Bu lletin II, May 15, 1929, pp. 1192 -6.
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